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Maximize tax solutions while
minimizing your research time.

Built for Tax Professionals
Intuitive User Interface

Search Visualizer
Visualize Results On the Fly

User History
Retrieve viewed documents
or past searches

Custom Collections
Save articles, excerpts,
searches in one place

PDFs to go
It’s like having the book at
your fingertips
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Introduction
TaxFind is the Canadian Tax Foundation’s online tax research tool. Its sophisticated search
technology enables you to explore the world’s richest repository of Canadian tax analysis, and its
intuitive, responsive interface puts you in control. With TaxFind, you can find, collect, organize,
save, and export your research — and do it more easily than ever before with the following
features:
•
•
•
•
•

search visualizer — see your search results on the fly as you build your search
filters and table of contents — quickly narrow a search or navigate to a document
print format PDF — download the original source of a TaxFind document
collections — store all of your research for a client or topic in one place
intuitive user interface — work in an environment that adapts to your needs

The “TaxFind at a Glance” section presents an overview of TaxFind’s functions and tools;
subsequent sections explore these features in detail.

Accessing TaxFind
Go to the CTF website at ctf.ca. If you are not already logged on, you will be prompted to log on
using your CTF username and password.
Tip: Check the “Keep me signed in” box when logging on.
•
•

If you cannot log on, or cannot access TaxFind after logging on, contact the Foundation
membership department at ctfmembership@ctf.ca.
If you have questions about using TaxFind or want to provide feedback, contact the
TaxFind manager, Susan Wong, at TF_feedback@ctf.ca.

After logging on to the CTF website and clicking on “Search TaxFind”, you will be redirected to the
TaxFind home page.
From the TaxFind home page, you can:
•
•
•
•
•

search TaxFind
browse TaxFind contents
access your collections, history, and search preferences
switch the TaxFind user interface language to English or French
log out

To return to the Home page from anywhere in the site, click the TaxFind logo on the menu bar.
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TaxFind at a Glance
TaxFind is divided into three main areas. TaxFind’s research tools are accessible when needed.
Each area and tool is described briefly, then explored in more detail further below.
Home page: The Home page presents a search field as well as the Visualizer, a dynamic mapping
of search queries, along with information on content updates and upcoming CTF events and a
feedback form.

Menu bar: The menu bar is accessible at all times. From the menu bar you can access your
collections, your search and document-viewing history, and your search preferences. You can
also switch browser languages, return to the Home page, return to the CTF site, and log out of
TaxFind.

Filters and Contents sidebar: The Filters and Contents sidebar is accessible from the Home page
and the Results page. To open the sidebar, click the tab in the upper left corner of the browser
window. The sidebar remains open, across all pages, until you close it.
•
•

The Filters sidebar allows you to narrow your search results by language, year,
publication, and author.
The Contents sidebar allows you to browse the entire TaxFind collection.

For more information, see “Filters and Contents Sidebar” on page 8.
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Search: You can search from the Home page and the Results page. You can choose either exact or
stemmed searching, and you can use Boolean search operators to increase the reach and
accuracy of your searching. For more information, see “Search” on page 11.

Visualizer: The Visualizer is a dynamic query-mapping graphic that displays the results that your
query will produce before you actually run it. You can adjust the query to narrow or widen the
search on the fly and get better results faster. The Visualizer shows by default on the Home page
and can be shown on the Results page. For more information, see “Visualizer” on page 13.

Results page: The Results page presents the results of search queries as well as the search field
with extra functionality. Also available are the Visualizer and help for constructing more accurate
queries. For more information, see “Results Page” on page 14.
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Document page: The Document page presents the full text of a found document, a table of
contents, and reference tools. The sidebar shows all document results of your search in compact
form. You can close the sidebar to increase the document reading area; the results remain in the
sidebar until you perform another search. With the reference tools you can:
•
•
•
•

download a full-text printable, shareable PDF
copy the citation and URL of the TaxFind document
show or hide the reference line (a compact citation accompanying every section)
add a document or an excerpt to your active collection (see “Collections” below)

Note: If the “Download PDF” icon is not active (greyed out), a source PDF is not available.
Instead, you can choose “Print” or “Print to PDF” using the browser print function.
Tip: If you use the browser print function and you do not want reference lines included in
your output file, turn reference lines off.
For more information, see “Document Page” on page 15.
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Collections: With this new TaxFind feature, you can save your research documents, excerpts, and
search queries to customized logs or “collections”. Create and edit collections from the menu
bar; add documents, document excerpts, and search queries to your collections from the Results
page and the Document page; and export your research to a printable, shareable PDF.
Tip: When you add a document or excerpt to a collection, the search string is also added
to the collection automatically.
For more information, see “Collections” on page 19.

History: From the menu bar you can view and manage your search and document-viewing
history. For more information, see “History” on page 23.
Language: From the menu bar you can switch the TaxFind user interface language to English or
French. For more information, see “Language” on page 23.
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Filters and Contents Sidebar
The Filters and Contents sidebar is accessible from the Home page and the Results page. To open
the sidebar, click the tab in the upper left corner of the browser window. The sidebar remains
open, across pages, until you close it.
•
•

The Filters sidebar allows you to narrow your search results by language, year,
publication, and author.
The Contents sidebar allows you to browse the entire TaxFind collection.

Filters Sidebar
The Filters sidebar shows attributes of the search results — Language, Year, Publication, and
Author — and the number of results for each attribute.
To refine your search results by attribute, select a filter and then click “Apply”. The page will
refresh with the results of your original search that match the filter(s) you selected. To undo the
application of a filter, click the “Clear” button at the top of the Filters pane.
Tip: Some authors have published work under slightly different forms of their name. To
find all forms of an author name, start typing the author’s last name in the field below
the “Author” subheading of the Filter sidebar. Select the name(s) and click “Apply” to
narrow the search results to show only documents by that author.

You can select as many different filters as you want to further narrow the results.
Tip: Apply different filters successively rather than simultaneously. With each application
of a filter, the search produces a narrower set of results.
The results of filters being applied are shown on the Results page.
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The Visualizer displays the results of filters being applied.

Contents Sidebar
The Contents sidebar lists all CTF publications in TaxFind, organized by year, title, and issue or
month (if applicable). The number of documents in a group is shown to the right.
Browse by clicking the plus sign next to a year or title to show titles and issues/months. Click the
plus sign beside the selection to display the contents of a particular year or title without affecting
other years or titles. Click the title of a document to narrow the listing to only that document.

Selections such as year can be toggled. For example, click on “2017” to list only 2017 documents.
The counts for all other years change to zero. Click on “2017” again (or on any other year) to
restore the original counts for all years.
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Without performing a search, you can browse all TaxFind content by way of the Contents sidebar.
When you perform a search, the Contents sidebar lists only those documents that match the
search criteria.
Without a search

With a search

The results of documents being selected are shown on the Results page. The Visualizer shows the
query mapping that yields the results.
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Search
TaxFind’s search field is found on the Home page and the Results page. You can choose exact or
stemmed searching, and you can use Boolean operators. All searches are logged and accessible in
your search history, and you can also save search queries to a collection: this means that you can
easily rerun searches to retrace your steps or find new content.
In the search field, enter terms (single words) or phrases (word strings enclosed in quote marks)
to search. The search is case-insensitive. For example, “QSBC” and “qsbc” are the same for search
purposes.
To search, click the green magnifying glass icon, or press Return or Enter.

The search can be either exact (only the exact term or phrase is found) or “stemmed” (forms of
the root terms(s) or phrase(s) are found). The TaxFind default is stemmed searching. To set your
default search behaviour, go to My Settings and set your preference.

To rerun a search you performed in the past, go to History > Past searches. All past searches are
logged and can be rerun.

As you enter a search query, the Visualizer displays the results that your query will produce
before you actually run it. You can adjust the query to narrow or widen the search on the fly and
get better results faster.
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Boolean operators
TaxFind’s search function supports Boolean operators. For a complete list of operators with
descriptions and examples, see “Appendix: Boolean Search Operators” on page 24, or click on the
PDF link in “Help”. Some commonly used operators are shown below.
Operator

Meaning

What it does

*

wildcard

• Matches any number of characters

?

wildcard

• Matches exactly one character

-

not

• Excludes the term that follows

AND

and

• Terms joined by AND must be in the results
• By default, a space in a search string acts as the AND operator
• AND must be capitalized in the search string

OR

or

/#

proximity

• Either term joined by OR must be in the results
• OR must be capitalized in the search string
• Results are searched within the specified number (#) of terms

Search: Results page
On the Results page, you can repeat the most recent search with the alternative search method
(exact or stemming) by clicking the option below the search field.
To clear the most recent search query, click the red X icon. To add a search query to your active
collection, click the star icon.

Help: Results page
Help in constructing your own advanced search queries is available on the Results page.
Click “Help” to show the Help pane. See also see “Appendix: Boolean Search Operators” on
page 24, or click on the PDF link in the Help pane.
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Visualizer
The Visualizer is a dynamic textual graphic that displays the results that your query will produce
before you actually run it. It shows the number of results for each separate term or phrase, and
then for the overlap of terms and phrases and the effect of applying filters. You can adjust the
query to narrow or widen the search on the fly and get better results faster. The more terms or
phrases that are searched, the fewer results there will be.

The Visualizer appears by default on the Home page. To show the Visualizer on the Results page,
click “Visualizer”. (If the Visualizer is already showing, click “Visualizer” to hide it.)

The Visualizer also shows the effect of applying a filter (for example, choosing a specific year).
The range of results narrows correspondingly.
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Results Page
The Results page shows the results of your search as well as links to Help and the Visualizer, and
the search field with extra functionality.

The results of a search are shown in dynamic table format.
•
•
•
•

The table shows the number of results (documents that match your search criteria).
For each document, the table shows the year, title, publication, and author.
Results can be sorted by relevance (most to least) or publication year (most recent first).
You can show 10, 25, 50, or 100 results per page.

To add a document to your active collection, click the star icon. To download a full PDF of a
document, click the download icon.
Note: If you do not have any collections or if no PDF is available, the icon will not be
clickable.
Add to collection >

< Download PDF

For each document, the results table shows up to 10 snippets of document hits. Click the title to
go to the full document, or click a snippet to go directly to the hit within the document.
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Document Page
The Document page shows the document found as a result of the search, along with the
document’s table of contents, research tools, and search results in compact form in the sidebar.

Table of contents:
•
•
•

Click a heading to go to that spot in the document.
Click the plus sign next to a title to show subheadings. Click the minus sign to hide
subheadings.
The table of contents remains stationary, to the left of the document itself, even if you
scroll or jump to the end of the document.
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Reference lines: Page references are included in the reference line, which is a compact citation
above each section in a document. The page references align with the pagination of the original
publication. You can use the reference lines to find the same section in the original publication, or
to compose a pinpoint citation for any excerpt that you use in your research. Click the
“References” button to toggle the visibility of the reference lines.

Footnotes: Click the footnote number to see the footnote text in a popup window. Click off to
dismiss the window.

Statutory sources: Clickable icons link statutory references to external sources: Wolters Kluwer’s
Intelliconnect ( ), Thomson Reuters’ Taxnet Pro ( ), and CPA Canada’s Knotia ( ). Clicking an
icon opens a new browser tab.
Note: You must subscribe to a service in order to access it.
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Hits: Document text that matches the search criteria (hits) is highlighted in yellow. The
highlighting on hits is persistent: it remains until you perform a new search. Navigate from hit to
hit using the forward and back arrow buttons. The current hit is highlighted in orange.

PDF: Click the “PDF” button to download a printable, shareable PDF of the original document.
Cite: Click the “Cite” button to copy a formatted citation of the document (including its TaxFind
URL) to your computer’s clipboard; you can then paste the citation into a Word file or a text file.

Add document/excerpt: Click the “Add document” or “Add excerpt” button to add the whole
document, or just the text that you have highlighted, to your active collection. The search you
performed to find the document/excerpt is also added to the collection.
Note: Footnotes included in an excerpt are also added to a collection.
Tip: To capture the reference line when you add an excerpt to a collection, ensure that
reference lines are showing and that you select the reference line with the excerpt.
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Results sidebar: The sidebar on the Document page shows the results of your search in compact
form — that is, it shows the Results page in miniature. Scroll down to see all results. The results
for the document that you are currently viewing are enclosed with a border; results for other
documents do not have a border.
Click the sidebar tab arrow to open or close the sidebar.
To start a new search, click the magnifying glass icon.
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Collections
With this new TaxFind feature, you can save your research documents, excerpts, and search
queries to customized logs or “collections”. Create and edit collections from the menu bar; add
documents, document excerpts, and search queries to your collections from the Results page and
the Document page; and export your research to a printable, shareable PDF.

Creating a collection
You can create a collection from the menu item “Create collection.” You can also create a
collection from the “Show collections” page.

When you create a collection, you give it a name (required) and a description (optional).
Note: Exercise discretion when naming or describing a collection. Use terms related to
the topic of the collection and refrain from using sensitive information such as the client
name.
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Activating a new collection
To show up in the Collections menu, a newly created collection must first be set as the “active”
collection, at least temporarily. On the Collections page, click the “Set as active” button for the
newly created collection, then click the “Set as active” button for the collection you want to use
as your active collection.

Switching between collections
The name of the active collection shows on the menu bar. The usual Collections menu options
are still available: click the name of the active collection to display the whole menu.
To switch from the currently active collection to a different collection (and thus to make the
other collection active), go to [Collection] > Switch to: and choose the other collection.

Viewing a collection
The Collections page lists the collections you have created. From this page, you can edit collection
details (name, description, whether to be notified), you can switch between active collections,
and you can view the contents of a collection.
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The specific collection page shows the items you have added to the collection: documents ( ),
excerpts ( ), and searches ( ). You can hide/show kinds of items, select items, remove selected
items, and export selected items.

Adding to a collection
To add documents, excerpts, and searches to a collection, the collection must be active. You add
items to the active collection by clicking the star icon on the Results page or the “Add document”
button on the Document page. (Once an item has been added to a collection, the hollow star
becomes solid.)
To add a document, click the star button beside the document title in a list of search results.
Alternatively, on the Document page itself, click the “Add document” button.
Tip: When you add a document or excerpt to a collection, the search you performed to
find the document/excerpt is also added to the collection.

To add an excerpt, highlight the text to be added and click the “Add excerpt” button.
Tip: To capture the reference line when you add an excerpt to a collection, ensure that
reference lines are showing and that you select the reference line with the excerpt.

To add a search, click the star button on the search field after you perform a search.
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Exporting a collection
You can export a whole collection, or a selection only, for work offline or to share with a client or
colleague. Select the items to export with the “Select” button. The items are compiled in a
printable, shareable PDF cover sheet that downloads to your computer in a zip file with the
selected documents, excerpts, and/or searches. The PDF cover sheet includes the following
details for each item included in the selection:
•
•
•
•
•

the collection title, description, and last-updated information
the source document and author(s)
the excerpt text, with any embedded footnotes (if applicable)
bibliographic information of the source document
the search you performed to find the document/excerpt

Deleting a collection
An inactive collection can be deleted, but an active collection cannot. To delete a collection, go to
the Collections page and ensure that the collection you want to delete is not active, then click the
name of the collection to view its contents. On the collection page you want to delete, click
“Remove Collection”. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion. Click either “OK” or “Cancel”.
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History
TaxFind logs all searches that you perform and all documents that you have viewed. Under the
History menu, you can access past searches and documents viewed.

Searches that you have performed and documents that you have viewed are clickable, so you can
rerun and update searches, and you can return to documents.
Click the “Clear history” button to erase your search and document-viewing history. You will be
prompted to confirm that you want to clear your history.

Language
You log in to TaxFind from the CTF-FCF site in your default language, but you can switch the
TaxFind interface to the alternate language at any time under the “EN/FR” button on the menu
bar. The language of TaxFind’s headings, labels, and buttons changes. (The language of original
documents does not change.)
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TaxFind: Boolean and Other Search Operators
Operator
*
?
()

AND

OR
/#

NOT_IN

What it is and what it does

Example

Wildcard; matches any number of
characters
Wildcard; matches exactly 1
character
Not; excludes the term that follows

deb*
• Search finds “debt”, “debit”, “debtor”, “debenture”
deb??
• Search finds “debit”, but not “debt” or “debenture”
-”tax evasion”
• Search excludes the phrase “tax evasion”
(“estate planning” or wills) “succession planning”
• Search finds results with “estate planning” or “wills”
and “succession planning”
“estate planning” AND wills
• Equivalent to: “estate planning” wills
• Search finds results with both “estate planning” and
“wills”
“estate planning” OR wills
• Search finds results with either term
“estate planning” /50 wills
• Search finds results of “estate planning” within 50
words of “wills”
evasion NOT_IN “tax evasion”
• Search finds results with “evasion” when not in the
phrase “tax evasion”

Grouping; matches terms within the
parentheses; useful for more
complex searches
And; terms on either side of AND
must be in the results; by default the
search assumes the “AND” operator;
AND must be capitalized
Or; either term should be in the
results; OR must be capitalized
Proximity; results within a specified
number of words/terms
Match one query when the match
does not overlap with another

Constraints
year:

Constrains search results to the year
specified

author:

Constrains results to the author
specified; the author name must
exactly match an author name in
TaxFind
Constrains results to the publication
specified

“tax planning” year:2017
• Searches for documents with the phrase “tax
planning” published in the year “2017”
“tax planning” author:”John Doe”
• Search finds documents with the phrase “tax
planning” with the author “John Doe” (but not “John
A. Doe”)
“tax planning” publication:”Canadian Tax Journal”
year:2017
• Search finds documents with the phrase “tax
planning” published in the “Canadian Tax Journal” in
the year “2017”

Constrains search to the article title

title:”tax evasion”

publication:

title:

• Search finds documents with the phrase “tax evasion”

In the title
year GE

Constrains results to years after the
year specified

year LT

Constrains results to years prior to
the year specified

“tax planning” year GE 2015
• Search finds results containing “tax planning” after the
year “2015”
“tax planning” year LE 2015
• Search finds results containing “tax planning” prior to
the year “2015”

